The influence of increasing ventilatory effort on arousal from sleep.
Arousal from sleep in response to asphyxia can be a lifesaving event. However, the mechanisms responsible for this important arousal response are uncertain. A unifying hypothesis is that arousal results from the increased respiratory effort that occurs as a result of ventilatory stimulation. If this is true, the magnitude of this effort during the breaths immediately preceding arousal from sleep should be similar regardless of the stimulus. Therefore, the negative inspiratory pleural pressure during the breaths preceding arousal would be similar, whether stimulated by added inspiratory resistive load, hypoxia, or hypercapnia. To test this hypothesis, we studied eight young, healthy men during full-night sleep studies. We measured their electroencephalography (EEG), electromyography (EMG), electrooculography (EOG), inspired ventilation (VI), end tidal PCO2 (PETCO2), O2 saturation, and esophageal pressure (esophageal balloon) while inducing arousal from non-REM sleep using (1) a 30-cm H2O/L/s added resistive load, (2) progressive hypoxia, and (3) progressive hyperoxic hypercapnia. All subjects were eventually aroused following the addition of the 30-cm H2O/L/s added load and during progressive hypercapnia. However, only six of the eight men were aroused when the O2 saturation was reduced to a minimum of 70%. For each stimulus, arousal occurred at very different levels of ventilation and arterial chemistry (SaO2 and CO2). However, ventilatory effort for each subject was similar at the point of arousal regardless of the stimulus. The peak-negative esophageal pressure for the single inspiration preceding arousal (for the six subjects arousing with all three stimuli) was 16.8 +/- 1.4 cm H2O for added resistive load, 15.0 +/- 2.4 cm H2O for hypoxia, and 14.7 +/- 2.1 cm H2O for hypercapnia. We conclude that increasing ventilatory effort may be the stimulus to arousal from sleep independent of the source of this rising drive to breathe.